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Abstract: This article presents evidence-based assessment of food and morphological structure value of
mutton. The scientific novelty of this article is reflected in that parts of carcass of mutton are the best on a
biological value, differ in enhanceable maintenance of albumen and moderate lipopexia, that plays in favour of
to making from them high-quality delicacs. The value of work consists in maintenance of proteins in meat of
lamb, that keep some reserve of almost all irreplaceable amino acids in relation to the aminogram of ideal
albumen from data of WOH.
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INTRODUCTION (top of shoulder), beldeme (lumbar), omyrtka (loin with

One of the basic and traditional sources of raw meat 22 cuts of meat [3].
in the Republic of Kazakhstan is the lamb. Most of it is Reserve of increase production of meat is
realized  in  the  form of lump meat or used to produce slaughtered lambs conditioned in the year of birth. During
semi-finished products. this period, they are highly energy growth. At the age of

Only a small portion of raw materials, mainly in the 4-5 months. their mass is 50% of mature weight and after
off-season, when the processing companies lack raw lamb feeding and feeding for 8-10 months. - 74.5%/.
is used for the manufacture of sausage and culinary In most foreign countries, the mutton production
products [1]. Despite the insignificant share of lamb, mainly  occurs   due   to   the   slaughter  of  young
development of products from it are still limited due to the animals  under  the age  of   6-8  months. Especially a lot
lack of effective technological solutions. of  lambs  bred  and  fattened  for   meat   in  countries

Today the Republic of Kazakhstan has GOST 7596-81 such    as     England,   New   Zealand,   Australia,
“Meat. Cutting lamb and goat meat for the retail trade” Bulgaria, Romania, France, etc. The average weight of
and the norms of output cuts at different types of meat, lambs for processing in these countries ranges from 25 to
including lamb, certain with “The collection of normative 40 kg.
indicators of operating in the meat industry”, which Now in the world there are different systems of
involve the use of lamb for production of sausage, canned classification and quality assessment of small cattle and
food and culinary products [2]. received from the meat, the carcasses. In assessing the

The task of the research was to develop a national quality of sheep controlled for age, sex, body weight,
types of boiled-smoked products from certain parts of fatness and meat yield to the bone and in the evaluation
carcasses of lamb, combining high biological value and of carcasses - its weight, grade, presence of fat, color,
taste. Feasibility of such products is also due to to the muscle and fat tissue [4].
traditions of the Kazakh people. Analysis of existing classification systems of small

The peculiarity of cutting the lamb in Kazakh is that cattle and carcasses in the CIS (GOST 5111-55 “Sheep and
the carcass is cut only on the joints, not cutting the bone, goats for slaughter. Identification of fatness”) and abroad
which prevents the ingress of bones fragments to the shows that there are substantial differences in the
meat. Are thus obtained zhambas (upper part of the back principles of classification, determine the category of
legs),  sube  (the first four ribs from the loin), zhauyryn fatness   and    quality    assessment  of   meat  carcasses.

spinal without rib bones), etc. As a result of cuts obtained
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However, the general trend is the desire to use objective
measures to assess the quality small ruminants cattle and
their carcasses [5].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The two farms we carried out acceptance and
weighing of young at the age of one year and adult sheep
in number of 400 goals of altai, edilbay, gissar and soviet
merinos breeds.

Control cattle parties brought to the point of
slaughter in special vehicles. Groups of animals were
selected and shaped by mass, age and breed of. Before
slaughter animals were given a chance to rest and then
they were subjected to veterinary inspection and
malleinization, individual weight measurement and sent for
slaughter.

After slaughter and butchering numbered and
weighed carcasses were placed in the cooling
compartment refrigerator. Cooled down meat boning
department received a sausage shop, where he measured
out the muscle, fat, bone and connective tissues of
carcasses [6].

RESULTS

Experiments were performed by cutting raw material
for the preparation of national products like “zhambasty
sybaga” (rear leg), “zhauyryndy sybaga” (front leg) and
“subeli sybaga” (loin). The output of raw materials from
carcasses of the first category for rear leg (zhambas) was
24.2%, the front leg (zhauyryn) - 19.1%, loin (Sube) - 9.8%
and the carcasses of the second category - 23.9%, 18.7%
and 7.2%. Norms of output at cutting lamb meat to the
weight on the bones are shown in Table. 1.

Table 1: Standard outputs at cutting lamb meat to the weight on the bones
Standard outputs at cutting lamb meat
to the weight on the bones,%
Category of fatness
------------------------------------------------------

Raw material 1 2
Zhambas (rear leg)  24,2  23,9
 Zhauyryn (front leg)  19,1  18,7
 Sube (loin)  9,8  7,2
 Trimmed meat  21,1  18,4
 Soup set  20,0  26,0
 Kidney fat  1,6  0,6
 Kidneys  0,6  0,6
 Tail  0,4  0,4
 Pirn  1,5  2,0
 Tendons and cartilages  1,5  2,0
 Technical stripping and loss  0,2  0,2

Table 2: Morphological composition of lamb carcasses

Morphological composition of lamb carcasses,%

------------------------------------------------------------

Raw material Muscle tissue Fatty tissue Bone tissue

Zhambas (rear leg)  82,9  4,2  12,9

 Zhauyryn (front leg)  81,0  2,9  16,1

 Sube (loin)  77,4  8,3  14,3

It is known that the change in the body weight loss
of cattle during transport are strongly influenced by many
factors, chief among them - the preparation of slaughtered
animals for transport and environment. These factors
have different effects on the reduction of body weight of
slaughtered animals, depending on the breed, age and
condition. Changes in body weight of sheep in transit,
depending on the distance and age of the animals is
presented in Table 2.

The Chuck (zhauyryn) has a relatively high content
of bones - 16.1% and low in fat - 2.9% [7].

DISCUSSIONS

In the Table 3 it was presented the morphological
structure of hams and pork brisket in which muscle tissue
is 77,4-82,9% of the total weight of the cuts and fat,
respectively 2,9-8,3%. Rear leg and pork brisket are
characterized  the   light  coating  of surface  muscle  fat.
In these parts there are round, fleshy, the most dynamic
muscles with some of the connective tissue, which
considerably increases the culinary and nutritional
advantages of this cut.

In our studies,  the  greatest  decrease  in  body
weight of slaughtered animals observed during
transportation young sheep (6.5 to 7.8%, depending on
the distance traveled). Apparently, this is due to the
abundant feeding and the maintenance of animals in
summer pastures[8].

Carcass yield in the  control  treatment of
experimental  batches  of  sheep  and goats was at the
level of regulatory requirements. Considerable output of
crude oil to the mass of meat on the bone - 2.0-2.5% had
lambs of the first and second category of Edilbay breed
Table 4.

The morphological structure of meat is one of the
main indicators characterizing the quality. It depends on
the age, breed, body condition, such as animal feed and
other causes.

Yield of meat, bones and their relationship within the
breed, weight and fatness categories differ markedly
Table. 5.
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Table 3: Changes of sheep body weight during of the transportation depending on distance and age of sheep. 
The live weight of sheep, kg
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The change in transport
---------------------------------------------

Category and age of the animals Prior to transportation After transportation kg %
Distance 195 km.

Wether adults:
category 1 2465 2310 155 6,2
category 2 2290 2160 130 5,6
Young stock up to a year
category 1 1540 1420 115 7,8
category 2 1515 1410 105 6,9
Distance 145 km.
Wether adults:
category 1 2268 2120 148 6,5
category 2 2253 2108 145 6,4
Young stock up to a year
category 1 1660 1544 116 6,9
category 2 1570 1488 102 6,5

Table 4: Carcass yield of the control processing of experimental batches of sheep
Carcass yield of the control processing of experimental batches of sheep
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Yield of meat on the bone Yield of crude oil
--------------------------------- ----------------------------------

Category and age of the animals Prior to slaughter live weight, kg % %
Edilbaybreed

Wether adults:
category 1 2310 970 41,9 10,4 1,1
category 2 2160 890 41,2 6,2 0,7
Young stock up to a year
category 1 1540 630 44,7 10,1 1,6
category 2 1515 595 43,1 8,7 1,4

Altai breed
Wether adults:
category 1 2120 872 41,1 17,9 2,0
category 2 2108 864 40,9 13,9 1,6
Young stock up to a year
category 1 1544 655 42,4 14,0 2,1
category 2 1468 622 42,4 8,9 1,4

Soviet Merinos
Wether adults:
category 1 3850 1562 40,9 45,3 2,9

Gissar breed
Wether adults:
category 1 2115 860 40,6 13,5 1,7

Table 5: Yield of meat and bone in carcasses of the experimental group of animals,% by weight of the bones
Yield of meat and bone in carcasses of the experimental group of animals,% by weight of the bones
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Category 1 Category 2 
----------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------

Breed and age of the animals meat bone meat bone
Edilbay:

Wether adults 73,3 25,3 70,2 28,8
Young stock up to a year 76,9 25,2 72,7 26,7

Altai:
Wether adults 68,8 30,4 68,1 30,9
Young stock up to a year 72,4 26,9 68,4 32,7
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On the amount of meat and a small share of the bones From the most valuable on morphological structure
and tendons mutton is superior to other types of animals. and a nutrition value of cuts (coxofemoral, scapular, back)
Token being nutritious lamb, especially the young, are it is reasonable to make whole-muscular delicate products,
characterized by an optimal ratio of protein, fat and higher from the less valuable (breast bones, cervical, lumbar,
in vitamins than other types of meat. In addition, the lamb brisket and knuckle), also it is reasonable to make the
is almost free of tuberculosis infection and rarely hit restructured bacon products and from the flank – rolls.
invasions [9].
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